
CAUSES OF THE 1905 RUSSIAN REVOLUTION ESSAY

Free Essay: The revolution in Russia began when armed forces set fire on a group of peaceful protestors outside the
Tsar's Winter Palace.

I am going to show how other factors might have been more important or if defeat in the war really was the
cause of the Russian Revolution. There were many different causes, events, effects, and compromises that
happened. One of them was tsars' incompetence and the fact that he was incapable of finding effective
ministers, or of supporting those he appointed. The outbreak of the unrest, in January , found Lenin anxious to
set down a novel strategy for revolution: the need for the proletariat the working class to win "hegemony" in
the democratic revolution The Russo-Japanese war caused further unrest following a series of defeats,
including that of Port Arthur He granted peasant out right ownership of their land. Trotsky was first a member
of the Menshevik faction, but eventually joined the Bolsheviks and is attributed to his role in the communist
appropriation of power. Marx believed that history was evolving in a series of stages towards a perfect state -
Communism. This was the spark that ignited the revolution; hence it took one event for the people to do what
some wanted to happen at least fifty years back, the overthrow of the Tsar. He would let emotion come in the
way of ruling. Life was extremely difficult for the working class. Now that he was safe financially and had a
loyal army, he introduced the fundamental laws, in which he again stated that he alone was the ruler of Russia
and all laws had to be approved by him, thus making the Duma insignificant before they first met in
April-June  This preliminary period was followed by more rapid growth in a society still overwhelming
agricultural The reign of terror lasted 10 months, most of the killing happen because Robespierre was ordering
it Reign of Terror1. This would have also meant a lot of different groups of people causing problems like
conflict and lack of communication He had bad advisors, of course. Famines in , and , made the already
struggling countryside even worse, and the usually loyal peasantry held uprisings in two provinces in  Before ,
there was much unrest and discontent. For the government to do this they needed money, they got this money
by taxing the peasantry This from of slavery was abolished in and peasants were aloud land for themselves â€”
but at a price. The government badly wanted to industrialize in urban areas. On the Sunday the striking
workers and their families peacefully marched to the Related Documents Essay The Russian Revolution Of
need of a revolution as the workers and peasants of the country were becoming dissatisfied with the Czar and
the government. So says Mao Zedong, late overlord of China, staunch Marxist and hardened revolutionary.
His Russification policy forced Russian culture on the 50 million non-Russians in the empire. Many states
feared that they were coming close to a collapse of their government, especially Austria-Hungary. At the final
defeat of Russia at the hands of Japan, the government was perceived as being incompetent and all confidence
had been lost. These power-crazed maniacs often rule nations and command armies, unlike your everyday Joe
The Tsar was arguably in a stronger position than he was pre-revolution due to breaking up of opposition,
satisfying peasants and exacted revenge on those who tried to topple him, this was the main consequence of
the revolution. Having some influence is gladly welcomed, but having absolute power over millions and
millions of people is not the top priority on their "to do" list. Ideology, leadership, organization, foreign
influence and violence and terror were all present to a strong extent in the revolutions of , and an even stronger
extent in the November revolution of  The Czarist government was ostracized by the common people of
Russia so Tsar Nicholas II was overthrown by the Provisional Government, whom later on were overthrown
by Lenin and shortly after the Bolsheviks took control over Russia. Since the 's there had been gradual
changes in governmental, legal, social and economic policy implemented, however the political system was
left unchanged. At first it was difficult trying to establish independence in my mother's house, but after a while
it seemed as if I had won the battle Uprisings became common as well as strikes, nationalist disturbances and
even assassinations. To most people, being in complete and total control is not a vital necessity in their
everyday lives. One other main factor was poverty, which was ongoing. However, Congress split into two
parties: the Bolsheviks the majority and the Mensheviks the minority. Even the supposedly 'successful'
Russian Revolution of followed this pattern. In the few years previous to there was increasing social turmoil
caused by rapid industrialisation in Russia. Also the industry was the driving force of the country. It is agreed
apon that Russians did revolt against their government because of the deterioration of the overall economic
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and social strength of Russia. Russia was run backwards compared to all other countries in Western Europe. It
is also important to see small differences which gave the two events such contrasting outcomes and
determined the survival and the fall of the Tsar


